New role for astroglia in learning: formation of muscle memory.
Muscle memory can be described as gradual adaptation of muscles over a period of time to perform a new movement or action. Its precise mechanism is unknown; however, it is now known that when a motor skill is learned it leads to significant brain activity. Astrocytes are the most abundant glial cell types in the CNS that play an associative active role with neurons in learning and memory. They are interconnected to neurons via gap junctions forming astroglial network for fast communication and synchronization. We hypothesize that astroglial cells play main role in the formation of muscle memory and evaluate it by the experimental evidence published so far that indicates role of astroglia on various cellular and molecular aspects of muscle memory. The basis of our hypothesis is the fact that during training or motor learning period, neuronal output data related to learning lead to certain specific pattern for stimulating target muscles over a period of time and partly these data are stored in astroglial network. This stored data fine tune glial parameters that affect synaptic space and neuronal output used to perform rapid motor actions. For the validation of our hypothesis, we have generated a computational model for a section of neural pathway with astroglial network and have shown that the astroglial network by using inhibitory and stimulatory neurotransmitters can generate certain patterns, modulate and balance synaptic space across the neural pathway during acquisition of muscle memory.